Event Codes

BD - Biomedical Debate
BH - Behavioural Health
CA - Community Awareness
CL - Clinical Laboratory Science
CN - Clinical Nursing
CPR - CPR/First Aid
CPS - Creative Problem Solving
CS - Clinical Specialty
DS - Dental Science
DT - Dental Terminology
EMT - Emergency Medical Technician
EP - Epidemiology
FS - Forensic Science
HB - HOSA Bowl
HGD - Human Growth and Development
MH - Mental Health Promotion
MI - Medical Innovation
MLE - Medical Law and Ethics
MM - Medical Math
MS - Medical Spelling
MT - Medical Terminology
NUT - Nutrition
PAT - Pathophysiology
PH - Public Health
PT - Physical Therapy
RP - Research Poster
RPS - Researched Persuasive Speaking
RX - Pharmacy Science
SM - Sports Medicine
US - Veterinary Science